In the wake of Global Coronization (Covid-19), there is standstill for the time being. Each lock-down is followed by another stricter lock-down. Prior routines have just halted except for essential tasks. We are confined to the four walls of our 'sweet homes' feeling lost out, aren't we? But this could be the time to redefine and reshape our lives once again. How many times have we wished for an extra hour at home? This is the time to make maximum out of this home-time.

Every cloud has a silver lining. It is time to pray to the almighty for having blessed us with comfortable homes, supporting families and friends. We must express gratitude to the whole cosmos for our health and capability to fight these difficult times. Humans have amazing capability to replace adversities with opportunities, and believe, we will do it.

All of us are endowed with creativity reflecting in various forms - be it writing an article, research based project, short story, shayari, play/skit, slogans, poem, song, life experiences, drawings/painting or anything you can think of. It is time to jot down ideas, impressions, emotions and let the whole world know how multi-dimensional we are.

CRISEC takes this opportunity to provide a platform to all teaching and non-teaching staff along with their children. We also invite our 'Superannuated Gems' to join us in this endeavor and enrich us through their skills.

Please send your posts on the following email Id. csi@mdurohtak.ac.in
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